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1, Introducti on
2
Let B be a Boolean rings i„e„ a ring with 1 in vrtiich x =x for all x
It is well known that B is commutative, and that x + x = 0 for all x € B
Hence we can consider B äs a vector cpace over IF (the field of t wo
elements). By a basis of B we mean a basis of B over !?„ , and the
dimension of B is its dimension over IF , notation ; dim B .
Let AcB be a subset. By A* we denote the sinailest subset of B which
satisfies
(1 o 1) A U i 0 } c A*
(1.2) if x,y e B are such that A* contains three of the elements
{x, y, xy, x + y + xy | , then also the fourth one i s in A „
Let us call a basis ü of B an S - basis if U*= B „ The main object of
this paper is to prove the following lemma, which was left open by
W„ Scharlau [4, lemma 5 „ 1 „ 1 ] :
Lemma (1.3). Every Boolean ring ha s an S-basis»
The proof is given in section 2„
By ZZ[B] we denote the commutative ring defined by generators [x] (x6 B)
and relations
[x] + [y] = [x + y] + 2.[xy]
cf„ [ 1 ] .. If B is identified with an algebra of subsets of a set X ,
then 2Z[B] may be thought of äs the ring of functions f ; X -* 7L which
satisfy ·.
(1.4) i'L^l is a i'ini^ 6 subset of 2Z ,
(1.5) Yn e 7L -. f~1[ln}] e B .
A subset U of B is called an Ή - basi s if {[u] u e U } is a 2Z - basis
of ffi[B] „ From ΖΖ[Β]/?Ζδ[Β] ~ B vre see s
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Froposition (1.6). Every W-basis is a basis,
The converse of Lhis proposition is discussed in section 3 =
A theorem of G, WÖbeling [5] asserts that every Boolean ring has an N-
basis. This theorem also followg frorn lemma (1.5) and proposition (1.7) s
Proposition (1,7)« -Every S-basis i s an N-basis,
This propocition is proved in section 3» Although the converse of (1.7)
does not hold (cf. section 3)? i t turns out that the N-bases constructed
by GoM« Bergman [1] are actually S - bases.
2c Existence of 8 - bases
Lemma (2.1). Let TJ be a subset of B with 0 e U . Then the following
three properties of U are equivalentj
(2.2) if x,y e B are such that U contains three of the elements
x, y, xy, χ + y + xy then also the fourth one is in U «
(2,3) if x s y e U are such that xy = 0 or xy = χ , then x + y 6 U.
(2.4) if x,y, xy 6 U s then x + y e U .
Proof of (2. 1).
(2.2) => (2o5). If xy=0 then x?y,xy are in U, hence by (2.2) also
x + y + xy = x + y isin U „ If xy=x then for y1 = x + y we knovr bhat
x, xy ' = 0 and χ + y ' + xy ' =- y are in ü , so also y ' = χ + y i s in U .
(2.3) => (2.4). For x'=xy we know χ't U, y € U, x'y=-.x' . Therefore by
(2.3) we have x' + y = xy + y e U „ By symmetry., xy + χ e a, Now
x" = xy + χ 6 U, y" = xy + y e π satjsfy x"y" - 0 , so by (2.3) we see
x + y = x" + y" i U „
(2.4) => (2.2). Let three of the elements x,y,xy, x + y + xy be in ΪΙ .
We dastinguish three cases.
(a) x, y, xy 6 U . Then x + y € U by (2„4), and since x1 -= xy,
y' = x + y , and x 'y' ·= 0 are in TJ , we have
x' + y' = x + y + xy e U.
(b) xy, y, x + y + xy 6 π. Applying (2.4) to x'=xy and y'=y we
find y + xy 6 J. Then x" = x + y + xy, y" = y + xy yield
x" +y" = xe π .
(c) x,,y,x + y + x y e 1 J . Putting x'=x, y ' = x + y + xy we find
y + xy € U „ Then x" = y + xy and y" = y give us x" + y" =
= xy 6 U <,
This proves (2„ 1 ) .
For AcB, let A* denote the smallest subset of B which contains
A U J O } and satisfies the äquivalent conditions (2„2), (2.3) and (2.4) s
A* = Π {u | |θ( U A c U c B , U satisfies (2.4) l .
Lemma (2„5)° Let f : B -> ß1 "be a surjective ring homomoiphism, and let
A be a subset of B which contains ker(f) „ Then
A* = fVtA]*] ,
where f[A]* is formed inside B' o
Proof of (2,5)· It is clearly sufficient to prove the following three
assertions ·,
(2,6} A* c. f~1[f[A]*]
(2.7) A* -f kerf = A*
(2. n) f[A]* c f[A*] .
Proof of (2.6). f[A]"x' is a subset of B' which contains f[A] U |o}
and sstisfies (2.4). Therefore f" [f[A]]* is a subset of B containing
A U J O I and satisfying (2,4). NOW A* c f~1[f[A]]* follows by definition
of A* .
of (2.7). If x e A* , y € kerf then y ζ A c A* since we assumed
ker f c A . Also xy e x.ker f c ker f c A* , so (2.4) give s x + y 6 A* „
Proof of (2.8). Since f[A] U {θ} c f[>*] , it suffices to show that f[A*]
has property (2.4). So let x,yeA* be such that f(x)ef[A*],
f(y) g f[A*], f(x)f(y) e f[A*] ; we have to show f(x) +f(y) e f[A*] .
Choose z ζ λ* such that f(x)f(y) =. f(z) . Then xy ζ z + ker f c A* + ker f
= A* by (2.7), So A* containr, x, y and xy , and by (2.4) we conclude
x + y e A* , f(x) +f(y) = f(x + y) e f[A*] .
This concludes the proof of (2.5).
Before proving lemma (1.3) we fix some notations. For a well ordered set
I s ve denote the set of finite subsets of I by F(l) , and we wellorder
F(l) by putting F, ' < E if E,E' e F(T), E/E1 , are such that the
largest element of the Symmetrie difference (E U E') \ (E Π E') is in E 5
this comes down to a lexicographic ordering if in each E e F(l) the
elements are arranged in decreasing order„ We agree that a subring of B
alvrays contains the unit elernent 1 of B „
Proof of (1.3).
Let (e.). T be a sequence of elements of B , indexed by a well ordered
set Ι ? such that B , äs a subring of itself, is generated by
je. | i e I! o For E e F(l) we put
dE = Πχ6Ε ei e B '
in particular d(/ = 1 . Lemma (1.3) clearly follov/s f rom ;
Lemma (2„9)„ Define T c F(l) by
T = JEeF(l) l d^ is not in the ]F„ - linear span of
1 Ji c.
jdE, | E' 6 F(l), E' <E j! .
Then jd^ E e T J is an S-basis of B.Üj
The proof of lemma (2.9) i s by induction on the order type of I „
If 1 = 0 then B = i 0 }, T = 0 or B -IFp, T= 10} and the assertion of
the lemma is easily checked. If the order type of I is a limifc ordinal,
then B is an ascending union of subrings corresponding to beginning
segments of I , and the assertion of the lemma is immediate from the
induction hypothesis. We are left with the case the order type of I is
λ+ 1 for some ordinal λ .
Let k be the largest element of I „ We put J = l \ |kj and e= e, .
The subring of B generated by je. | ie J J is denoted by B .
Let T1?T2cF(j) be defined by s
T1 = T Π P(J)
T2 =- ise p(j) j {k! UE e τ} ο
Since J has order type λ , bhe inductive assumption shows ;
Id E e T . j is an S -basis of B t
E 1 O
Hence we can reicrite s
(2,10) T2 = {EeF(j) | edg is not in bhe IF - linear span of
Bo U iedE, | E' e F(j), E' < EJL
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As a ring, B is generated by B and e , so e = e implies
B - B +eB o Here eB is a Boolean ring with unit element e , although
it is not a subring of B if e-f 1 . Clearly, B Π eB is an ideal of eB
Let B1 =. eB /(B Π eB ) , Since the function g ·„ BQ -* B' , g(b) =
= (eb mod(B 0eB )) , is a surjective ring homomorphism, we have a sequence
(et). T = (g(e.)). of ring generators for B1 . Applying the induction
D ü£J J <J6J ,
hypothesis to B1 , we find that lg(<l_,) l E e T 1 j is an S - basis of B1 ,ilt '
vfhere
T1 = iEeF(j) g(d„) ir not in the Έ0 - linear span of
.hj £-
ig(dE,) | E' c P(J), E- < E } } .
By definifcion of g , we have
T' =. JEeF(j) l edn is not in the IP0 - linear span of
1 Jli C
(BQneBo) U {edE, E'eF(j), Ε'<Ε||.
Comparing with (2.10) we see T1 = ΐ . So we know
jedp mod(BQneBo) E e Tg } is an S-basis of Bo/(BoileBo) .
idE E e T } = !dE j Ee T1 ! U iedE j Ee T2i
it now suffices to prove the following lemma ;
Lemma (2.11). Let U, be an S - basis of B , and let U0ceB„ be a
————— i O t- O
subset which under the natural map f s eB -* eB /(B ΠeB ) maps bijective-
ly onto an S - basis of eBo/(BQneBo) . Then U U U„ is an S - basis of
B + eB .
o o
Proof of (2.11), Jt in clear that U U TJ is an IF - basis of BQ + eB .
Applying lemma (2.5) to f ; eB -» eB^/(B^HeB^) and A -=
we find
((B
v ^ o
and since
Bo Γ1 eBo C Bo - U"
it follows that
eBQ = ((BQ Π eBQ) U U2)* c (U*UU2)* = (πι U U2)* .
Also
BO = π* c (σιυυ2)-χ-
and application of (2.4) to U = (U UU?)* gives immediately
BQ+eBc c (U1UU2)*
so U.UU2 is an S-basis, This proves (2.11), (2,9) and (1.3).
3. S - bases and ΪΓ - bases
We first prove that every S-basis is an N - basis (1.7).
Let U be an S-basis for B , let H c2Z[B] be ihe subgroup generated
by ! [u] j u 6 U } , and let V = |x e B j [x] c H ! . Clearly , U U {θ l c V o
Also, for x,y 6 B we have in 2Z[B]
[x] + [y] = [x + y + xy] + [xy] ,
so if three of the eloments xs y, xy, x + y + xy belong to T, then so
does the fourth one„ Kow the definition of U ' implies U c "V „
Bub U* = B ^ so V = B „ Prom this i t follows easily that H = 2Z[3] ? i„e0
{[u] ) u € U ! generates 2Z[ß] äs an abelian group, It remains to show
that {[u] | u e U l is linearly independent over 7L , Slippose vre have a
relation
Σ n l u] = Ο, η ζ 7Ζ , n = 0 for almost all u ,
ueü u u u .
n =i 0 for some u .
u '
Since 2Z[B] is torsion-free , we may assume that at least one of the n
i s odd„ Then
7, (n mod 2) „u = 0
is a nontrivial dependence relation of U over ]F2 , contradicting that
U is a basis„ This proves proposifcion (1«7)«
We next study the converses to (1.6) and (1.7)«
Let B be a Boolean ring. If dim B >_ 2 , then there is an xe P wj th
x -/- 0 i x ^  "1 ? and for fchis x there is an isoraorphism of rings
B - B/xB X B/( 1 + x)B = B1 X Bg
where B., B2 are nonzero Boolean rings. By induction on k it follows
that if dim B 2 k (k e ZZ , k_> 0) ? then B — Π. c B. for certain nonzero
"™~ 1^ =: l l
Boolean rings B. (1^ .1 < k) .
1 "~ _ k
If dim B - k is finite then every B. is one-dimensional , so B =IB' „
·. i ^
In this case ZZ[BJ -2Z . A subset
is a basis if and only if
and it is an N -basis if and only if the matrix
M = <ei3>1<i,;)<k' ^ά = 1 eE lf θί^  1 €IF2'
e.1 . -= 0 e ffi if e. . = 0 e TF ,
(this matrix has coefficients in Z2 ) satisfies
det(M) =, + 1 „
Of course, (3*1) is equivalent to
det(M) is odd.
Proposition (5.2). Let B be a Boolean ring. Then every basis of B is
an H- basis if and only if dim B _< 3 -
Proof. "If" ; Let k be a k Xk - matrix with coefficients 0, 1 in 2Z .
Applying the Hadarnard determinant inequality to a suitably chcsen
(k + 1) X (k + 1) -matrix with coeffiiicnts -1, +1 we find [cf. 2]
det(M)| _< 2~k„(k+ 1)^  (k+1' .
If k_< 3 , it followß that
det(M) | <. 2 ,
so det(M) is odd if and only if det(l) = +1 . This proves the "if-part.
"Only if" ; If dim B > 4 , we may assume B = Π. B. , where the B. are
3= ' 0 3
nonzero Boolean rings. Let U be a basis of B containing the four
elements e = (1,0,0,0), e - (0,1,0,0), e = (0,0,1,0) and
e. = (0,0,0,1) „ Replacing e. by 1 + e. = (1,1,1,l)+e. for 1 < i < 4 ,if 1 1 1
v;e get a new basis U 1 , vrhich is not an N-basis since the subgroup of
2Z[B] generated by i[u']|'J' elf1 } has index 3 in tbe subgroup generated
by i[u] | u e U l . This proves (3. 2) „
Proposition (3»3). Let B be a Boolean ring, Then every N-basis of B
i s an S - basis if and only if dim B _< 5 .
Proof. "If" s Let B - ΠΡ^ , k <_ 5 , andlet U c B bean E - basis.
We have to show that U is an S-baois. If u, v e U satisfy uv=v,
u ^  v , then replacing u by u + v obviously does not change the problem.
Also, this rep] acement lowers the number of extries 1 in the matrix
i/ · · /τ, > = . . .
L™ ^ ^ .^ J J
may assume
( e . . ) i/· · /τ, > where U = !(e..)._. c ÜF? | 1 _< i <_ k ] . V/e conclude that wei —
v(3.4) i:f u?v e U, u / v , then uv -f.
A direct search shows that for k_<_4 the only N - basis U satisfying
(3.4) 3 s the trivial basis corresponding to the k Xk identity matrix»
For k = 5 there are three types of N - bases satisfying (3«4)> given by
the three matrices
Ί ο ο ο ο"1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1χ 3
Ό ο 1 1 f
0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
J 1 0 0 0J s
Ί 1 ο ο ΟΛ
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1
JD 0 1 1 1,
It ±3 easily checked that each of these bases is an S - basis, This proves
the "if" - part„
"Only if" s First we treat the case B = TF^ , Then an N -basis ü is
given by the rows of the matrix
Γ1 1 1 0 0 0"
1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 1
(3.5)
But π i s not an S - basis, since U* = U U JO } „
In the general case dim B > 6 we may write B — Π. B. , where each B.
~ 3= ι 3 3
is nonzero, Let M. be a maximal ideal of B. OjL 0.^ .6) « Then
B.. = M.U(l-fM.) , so M. generates B. äs a subring of itself. Using
(2.9) one easily sees that B. has an S -basis of the form
! )l 1 i U U. , where U. is a basis of
J J j
Combination of these bases yields an S - basis of B of the form
U U je. 1 _ < _ i < 6 i , where U is a basis of M = Π Μ. and e. =
6 6 0= ' D !
= ( e . . ) . . g I l B . , e. . = 1 for i = j , e. . = 0 for i ^  j (1 < i,j < 6) .
ij J=1 , J=1 J ' ij 10 7 v - -
Replacing ie. j 1 j< i <_ 6 \ by the rows of matrix (3 »5) ^re get an N -basis
V of B which is r.ot an S - basis since
V* c (V + M) U M c B .
This proves (3. 3).
gemark. Using the notations of lemma (2.9), we put
TQ = JE e P(l) [d ] is not in the TZ - linear span of
{[dEJ E' e P(I), E' < E|| «
Clearly TcTQ„ G.MU Bergman [ϊ, theorem 1.1] proved that id J E e T } is
an N - basis of B . Bub by (2.9) |dp l E ζ T | is an S - basis of B , andi, ι 7
since different bases can have no inclusion relation, it follows that
T = T . So the N -bases constructed by G. M« Bergman are actually S - bases,
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